
_______________________’s Reading Log

For the week of _______________________________________

MONDAYMONDAYMONDAY
Title of Book: Number of Minutes 

Spent Reading:
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.
Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.
Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.



Name: ________________________________

WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY

Title of Book: Number of Minutes 
Spent Reading:

Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write four letters that you see in the book. 
           
                                          

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write four letters that you see in the book. 
           
                                          

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write four letters that you see in the book. 
           
                                          

TUESDAYTUESDAYTUESDAY
Title of Book: Number of Minutes 

Spent Reading:
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)

THURSDAYTHURSDAYTHURSDAY
Title of Book: Number of Minutes 

Spent Reading:
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response: Write a word that you see in the book.Studentʼs Reading Response: Write a word that you see in the book.Studentʼs Reading Response: Write a word that you see in the book.



FRIDAYFRIDAYFRIDAY
Title of Book: Number of Minutes 

Spent Reading:
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.
Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.
Studentʼs Reading Response: Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book.  Tell an adult about 
your favorite part and ask them to write what you say.

Name: ________________________________



Name: ________________________________

SATURDAYSATURDAYSATURDAY
Title of Book: Number of Minutes 

Spent Reading:
Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)Studentʼs Reading Response: Did you like the book? (Color a face. Write GREAT or OKAY or BAD.)

SUNDAYSUNDAYSUNDAY

Title of Book: Number of Minutes 
Spent Reading:

Signature of Parent/Guardian:

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write a letter that you see in the book. 

   

Write a word that you see in the book.
           
                                          

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write a letter that you see in the book. 

   

Write a word that you see in the book.
           
                                          

Studentʼs Reading Response:  Write a letter that you see in the book. 

   

Write a word that you see in the book.
           
                                          


